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Many readers already regard the Maintenance Planning
and Scheduling Handbook as the chief authority for
establishing effective maintenance planning and
scheduling in the real world. The second edition adds
new sections and further develops many existing
discussions to make the handbook more comprehensive
and helpful. In addition to practical observations and tips
on such topics as creating a weekly schedule, staging
parts and tools, and daily scheduling, this second edition
features a greatly expanded CMMS appendix which
includes discussion of critical cautions for
implementation, patches, major upgrades, testing,
training, and interfaces with other company software.
Readers will also find a timely appendix devoted to
judging the potential benefits and risks of outsourcing
plant work. A new appendix provides guidance on the
"people side" of maintenance planning and work
execution. The second edition also has added a detailed
aids and barriers analysis that improves the appendix on
setting up a planning group. The new edition also
features "cause maps" illustrating problems with a
priority systems and schedule compliance. These
improvements and more continue to make the
Maintenance Planning and Scheduling Handbook a
maintenance classic.
***Includes Practice Test Questions*** CMRP Exam
Secrets helps you ace the Certified Materials &
Resources Professional Examination, without weeks and
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months of endless studying. Our comprehensive CMRP
Exam Secrets study guide is written by our exam
experts, who painstakingly researched every topic and
concept that you need to know to ace your test. Our
original research reveals specific weaknesses that you
can exploit to increase your exam score more than
you've ever imagined. CMRP Exam Secrets includes:
The 5 Secret Keys to CMRP Exam Success: Time is
Your Greatest Enemy, Guessing is Not Guesswork,
Practice Smarter, Not Harder, Prepare, Don't
Procrastinate, Test Yourself; A comprehensive General
Strategy review including: Make Predictions, Answer the
Question, Benchmark, Valid Information, Avoid Fact
Traps, Milk the Question, The Trap of Familiarity,
Eliminate Answers, Tough Questions, Brainstorm, Read
Carefully, Face Value, Prefixes, Hedge Phrases,
Switchback Words, New Information, Time Management,
Contextual Clues, Don't Panic, Pace Yourself, Answer
Selection, Check Your Work, Beware of Directly Quoted
Answers, Slang, Extreme Statements, Answer Choice
Families; A comprehensive Content review including:
Requisition and Electronic Requisition, Purchasing
Process, Fundamental Principles of Purchasing,
Traveling Purchase Request, Purchase Order and
Standing Order, Free on Board (FOB), Payment Terms,
Purchase Orders, Capital Terms, Liabilities and
Warranties, Uniform Commercial Code, Activity Based
Costing (ABC), Activity Based Management (ABM),
Category Management and Cross Docking, Inventory
Distribution Management, Economic Order Quantity
(EOQ), First In, First Out (FIFO), Just-In-Time System,
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Materials Management Professional, Operating Room,
Support Services, Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS),
Chemical Hazard Communication Standard (CHCS),
Infectious Waste, Hazardous Materials and Waste
System, JCAHO, National Fire Protection Agency,
Linens, and much more...
The quest for reliability is long overdue! In the case of
many operations, realization of sustained reliability is still
a work in progress. Very few organizations have
completed the journey to world-class reliability. The vast
majority still operate within a reactive culture, allowing
response to repetitive failures to consume an excessive
proportion of already limited maintenance resources, and
leaving too few for performance of any proactive
activities. In today's competitive international
environment, enterprise survival is a battle of the fittest.
To survive, organizations must achieve "world-class"
stature, characterized by wellness, readiness, and
application required for a company to successfully
compete globally. That's why Maintenance and
Operational Reliability is so important. This work is
organized by the foundation and 5 Pillars of
Maintenance/Reliability Excellence, plus 24 Building
Blocks, as depicted throughout the book. This pillar
graphic shows the functions, management techniques,
systems, information sources and performance
management vital to the maintenance and reliability
process, and also serves as an important visual aid for
the education of the entire organization. So, how is the
ultimate, but challenging reliability goal to be achieved?
Are you prepared to manage, support, process, and
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interpret the magnitude of information in real time, critical
to making the right business decisions to achieve a
competitive advantage? The authors, two veteran
maintenance and reliability experts, have collected all the
essentials leading to reliability here, in one practical
resource, connecting and sequencing the integral pieces
for world-class reliability. Features Guides readers
through the journey from classic reactive repair upon
failure to reliable, proactive maintenance, engineered to
preclude failure and, ultimately, to sustain reliability.
Clarifies roles and responsibilities of involved functions
while explaining control tools to be deployed by each
position. Provides the overriding business justification
required to gain senior management commitment.
Introduction Vision, Mission and Strategy Maintenance
Basics Planning and Scheduling Parts, Materials and
Tools Management Reliability Operational Reliability
M&R Tools Performance Measure - Metrics Human Side
of M&R Best Practices/Benchmarking Maintenance
Excellence Appendices
An in-depth view into the best practices of the best
manufacturing companies in the world. This book
presents proven models for achieving world-class
performance. Using a case study of a fictional company
called Beta International, Moore illustrates how to
increase uptime, lower costs, increase market share,
maximize asset utilization, apply benchmarks and best
practices, ultimately increasing your company's
performance. Gain an expert view of plant design,
procurement, parts management, installation and
maintenance, training, and implementation of a
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computerized maintenance management system. In
discussing the success and failure of the world's premier
manufacturers, Moore outlines a stable path of growth
for almost any manufacturing company. In today's tough
competitive markets, this valuable information greatly
enhances your company's chance to succeed and profit.
Industrial Machinery Repair provides a practical
reference for practicing plant engineers, maintenance
supervisors, physical plant supervisors and mechanical
maintenance technicians. It focuses on the skills needed
to select, install and maintain electro-mechanical
equipment in a typical industrial plant or facility. The
authors focuses on "Best Maintenance Repair Practices"
necessary for maintenance personnel to keep equipment
operating at peak reliability and companies functioning
more profitably through reduced maintenance costs and
increased productivity and capacity. A number of surveys
conducted in industries throughout the United States
have found that 70% of equipment failures are selfinduced. If the principles and techniques in this book are
followed, it will result in a serious reduction in "self
induced failures". In the pocketbook format, this
reference material can be directly used on the plant floor
to aid in effectively performing day-to-day duties. Data is
presented in a concise, easily understandable format to
facilitate use in the adverse conditions associated with
the plant floor. Each subject is reduced to it simplest
terms so that it will be suitable for the broadest range of
users. Since this book is not specific to any one type of
industrial plant and is useful in any type of facility. The
new standard reference book for industrial and
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mechanical trades Accessible pocketbook format
facilitates on-the-job use Suitable for all types of plant
facilities
The fully updated industry-standard guide to
maintenance planning and scheduling Written by a
Certified Maintenance and Reliability Professional
(CMRP) with more than three decades of experience,
this thoroughly revised resource provides proven
planning and scheduling strategies that will take any
maintenance organization to the next level of
performance. The book covers the accuracy of time
estimates, the level of detail in job plans, creating
schedules, staging material, utilizing a CMMS, and more,
all designed for increasing your workforce without hiring.
Maintenance Planning and Scheduling Handbook, Third
Edition features major additions to the business case for
planning and scheduling, new case studies, an
expanded chapter on KPIs with sample calculations, a
new chapter on successful outage management, and a
new appendix illustrating how to easily conduct an inhouse productivity study. New discussions reveal how
the principles of planning and scheduling closely follow
the timeless management principles of Dr. W. Edwards
Deming and Dr. Peter F. Drucker. This comprehensive
guide delivers the experience, advice, and know-how
necessary to establish a world-class maintenance
operation. Detailed coverage of: The business case for
the benefit of planning Planning principles Scheduling
principles Dealing with reactive maintenance Basic
planning Advance scheduling Daily scheduling and
supervision Forms and resources The computer in
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maintenance How planning interacts with preventive
maintenance, predictive maintenance, and project work
How to control planning and use associated KPIs for
planning and overall maintenance Shutdown,
turnaround, overhaul, and outage management
Conclusion: start planning
Are we facing the death of reliability? Some believe this is the
case, particularly when it comes to reliability leadership.
Without qualified leaders, there can be no true reliability, and
as such, companies are losing out on the one real
competitive advantage available to them today. About thirty
years ago, organizations would invest time and money in their
employees to develop craftspeople. Nowadays, many
companies use shortcuts to try to achieve reliability, often
fudging numbers to make it appear that they are progressing
in the right direction, or using abbreviated training rather than
full apprenticeships to produce skilled craftspeople.
Unfortunately, they're simply covering up the unreliability that
causes them to lose ground and increase costs. The
misguided shortcuts used to circumvent hard work and effort
are eroding craft skills. There are three components that are
the root causes of unreliability, and, if eliminated, will lead to
reliability: 1. Improper Lubrication; 2. Contamination; 3.
Improper Installation. Dr. Wright goes above the "what" and
"why" of reliability found in other resources to offer the "how
to" of reliability.
Our life is strongly influenced by the reliability of the things we
use, as well as of processes and services. Failures cause
losses in the industry and society. Methods for reliability
assessment and optimization are thus very important. This
book explains the fundamental concepts and tools. It is
divided into two parts. Chapters 1 to 10 explain the basic
terms and methods for the determination of reliability
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characteristics, which create the base for any reliability
evaluation. In the second part (Chapters 11 to 23) advanced
methods are explained, such as Failure Modes and Effects
Analysis and Fault Tree Analysis, Load-Resistance
interference method, the Monte Carlo simulation technique,
cost-based reliability optimization, reliability testing, and
methods based on Bayesian approach or fuzzy logic for
processing of vague information. The book is written in a
readable way and practical examples help to understand the
topics. It is complemented with references and a list of
standards, software and sources of information on reliability.
What is "Lean?" Whether referring to manufacturing
operations or maintenance, lean is about doing more with
less: less effort, less space, fewer defects, less throughput
time, lower volume requirements, less capital for a given level
of output, etc. The need to provide the customer more value
with less waste is a necessity for any firm wanting to stay in
business, especially in today's increasingly global market
place. And this is what lean thinking is all about. Lean
Operations are difficult to sustain. More Lean Manufacturing
Plant Transformations have been abandoned than have
achieved true Lean Enterprise status. There are solid and
recurring reasons for both of these conditions. The most
significant of these reasons is that production support
processes have not been pre-positioned or refined
adequately to assist the manufacturing plant in making the
lean transformation. And the most significant of the support
functions is the maintenance operation, which determines
production line equipment reliability. Moving the maintenance
operation well into its own lean transformation is a must-do
prerequisite for successful manufacturing plant - or any
process plant - Lean Transformations. This Handbook
provides detailed, step-by-step, fully explained processes for
each phase of Lean Maintenance implementation providing
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examples, checklists and methodologies of a quantity, detail
and practicality that no previous publication has even
approached. It is required reading, and a required reference,
for every plant and facility that is planning, or even thinking of
adopting "Lean" as their mode of operation. * A continuous
improvement strategy using new "lean" principles * Eliminate
wasteful practices from your manufacturing or chemical
processes, increasing the profitability of your plant * Save
thousands of dollars a year on new equipment by keeping
your existing equipment maintained using this revolutionary
method
Uptime describes the combination of activities that deliver
fewer breakdowns, improved productive capacity, lower
costs, and better environmental performance. The bestselling
second edition of Uptime has been used as a textbook on
maintenance management in several postsecondary
institutions and by many companies as the model framework
for their maintenance management programs. Following in
the tradition of its bestselling predecessors, Uptime:
Strategies for Excellence in Maintenance Management, Third
Edition explains how to deal with increasingly complex
technologies, such as mobile and cloud computing, to support
maintenance departments and set the stage for compliance
with international standards for asset management. This
updated edition reflects a far broader and deeper wealth of
experience and knowledge. In addition, it restructures its
previous model of excellence slightly to align what must be
done more closely with how to do it. The book provides a
strategy for developing and executing improvement plans that
work well with the new values prevalent in today's workforce.
It also explains how you can use seemingly competing
improvement tools to complement and enhance each other.
This edition also highlights action you can take to
compensate for the gradual loss of skills in the current
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workforce as "baby boomers" retire.
Devising optimal strategy for maintaining industrial plant can
be a difficult task of daunting complexity. This book aims to
provide the plant engineer with a comprehensive and
systematic approach, a framework of guidelines, for tackling
this problem, i.e. for deciding maintenance objectives,
formulating equipment life plans and plant maintenance
schedules, designing the maintenance organisation and
setting up appropriate systems of documentation and control.
The author, Anthony Kelly, an experienced international
consultant and lecturer on this subject, calls his approach
BUSINESS-CENTRED MAINTENANCE (BCM) because it
springs from, and is driven by, the identification of business
objectives, which are then translated into maintenance
objectives and which underpin the maintenance strategy
formulation. For the first time maintenance management is
analysed from the perspective of the whole company and
thus makes sense not only technologically but also in
economic and business terms. Complete guide to
maintenance from a whole-company perspective Best-selling
and world-renowned author Complementary to RCM
(Moubray) and TPM (Wilmott)
The majority of material collected in the pages of this text was
extracted from a report prepared for the United States of
America Department of Defense by United Airlines
Corporation personnel. The report was written by two of
United Airlines leading maintenance experts, F. Stanley
Nowlan and Howard F. Heap.In the 30 years since its release
for public use, no one has come up with a more logical and
organized approach to deciding what maintenance to perform
to assure achieving maximum reliability from a given design
of equipment.
The first edition of the award-winning Maintenance and
Reliability Best Practices immediately became one of the
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most widely read texts by maintenance, reliability, operations,
and safety professionals. It is also being used at many
colleges and universities throughout the world. Maintenance
and Reliability Best Practices has become a standard
reference for anyone preparing for maintenance and reliability
professional exams. In the time since original publication, this
book has become a must-have guide and reference. It helps
everyone ensure that their organization's assets are operating
as and when needed and at reasonable cost. The new Third
Edition includes updates throughout, with new material on
integrity, ethics, diversity, and standards, plus a focus on
maintenance budgets and asset management.

Concise and easy to understand, this is the first book
to apply reliability value improvement practices and
process enterprises lifecycle analysis to the oil and
gas industry. With this book in hand, engineers also
gain a powerful guide to the most important methods
used by software modeling tools which aid in the
planning and execution of an effective reliability
target for equipment, equipment development,
inspection and maintenance programs, system
performance analysis, also human factors and safety
assessment.
Written primarily for those responsible for the
reliability of equipment and the production operation,
this innovative book centers on developing and
measuring true Overall Equipment Effectiveness
(OEE). The author demonstrates that true OEE
correlates with factory output, provides a
methodology to link OEE with net profits that can be
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used by reliability managers to build solid business
cases for improvement projects, and draws on his
own experience by presenting successful
improvement applications in every chapter.
Additionally, it will also help practitioners better
understand Total Productive Maintenance (TPM)
and develop an effective foundation to support
Reliability-Centered Maintenance (RCM).
In this book, a noted chiropractic physician adapts
his revolutionary pain relief technique--until now
available only to professionals--for general readers.
Completely reorganised and comprehensively
rewritten for its second edition, this guide to reliabilitycentred maintenance develops techniques which are
practised by over 250 affiliated organisations
worldwide.
This book represents a significant step towards
improving the knowledge of, and communications
between, members of the Maintenance and
Reliability Profession.With more than 3000 entries,
the compilation reflects a virtual explosion of
commonly practiced concepts, ideas, methodologies
and various approaches to maintenance and
reliability improvements. An additional directory of
maintenance and reliability acronyms is
included.Maintenance and reliability involves many
different people in many different roles. If we are
expected to work efficiently, productively, and
harmoniously on tasks and projects, there is need for
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a common language for communication. It is the goal
of The Professional's Guide to Maintenance and
Reliability Terminology to provide this basis.Robert
Baldwin, Ramesh Gulati, and Jerry Kahn, have
served the maintenance and reliability profession in
many capacities for decades. Together, they have
over 100 years of experience working in this field. All
are Certified Maintenance and Reliability
Professionals (CMRPs).
***Includes Practice Test Questions*** Plant
Operator Selection System Secrets helps you ace
the Plant Operator Selection System without weeks
and months of endless studying. Our comprehensive
Plant Operator Selection System Secrets study
guide is written by our exam experts, who
painstakingly researched every topic and concept
that you need to know to ace your test. Our original
research reveals specific weaknesses that you can
exploit to increase your exam score more than
you've ever imagined. Plant Operator Selection
System Secrets includes: The 5 Secret Keys to
POSS Exam Success: Time is Your Greatest
Enemy, Guessing is Not Guesswork, Practice
Smarter, Not Harder, Prepare, Don't Procrastinate,
Test Yourself; A comprehensive General Strategy
review including: Make Predictions, Answer the
Question, Benchmark, Valid Information, Avoid Fact
Traps, Milk the Question, The Trap of Familiarity,
Eliminate Answers, Tough Questions, Brainstorm,
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Read Carefully, Face Value, Prefixes, Hedge
Phrases, Switchback Words, New Information, Time
Management, Contextual Clues, Don't Panic, Pace
Yourself, Answer Selection, Check Your Work,
Beware of Directly Quoted Answers, Slang, Extreme
Statements, Answer Choice Families; A
comprehensive Content review including: Power
Plant Operator, Specialized Training, Solve
Problems, Adjustments, Electrical Power Station,
Logs of Performance and Maintenance, Production,
Safe Working Conditions, Emergency Situations,
Water Treatment Plant, Test Results, Independent
Contractor, Mechanical Concepts, Tables and
Graphs, Reading Comprehension, Mathematical
Usage, Index Score, Good Night's Sleep, Complete
and Balanced Breakfast, Drink Plenty of Water,
Practice Exercises, Assembly Questions, DoubleCheck Your Work, Jigsaw Puzzles, Electronics
Equipment, Spatial Intelligence, Manipulate ThreeDimensional Objects, Mechanical Concepts, Basics
of Physics, Velocity of an Object, Speed,
Acceleration, and much more...
Developed for electricians, mechanics, students,
academia, and reliability/maintenance managers,
Electrical Motor Diagnostics provides the
information, case studies, and materials necessary
to interpret motor circuit analysis, motor current
signature analysis, electrical signature analysis, and
other standard testing technologies for AC/DC
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electric motors, transformers, machine tool motors,
synchronous motors, and generators including
pass/fail values. Information on the development of a
motor management program and the SUCCESS by
DESIGN Time to Failure Estimation methodology for
any technology are covered in detail.
In the fields of maintenance & reliability, there are a
number of certifications that "M&R" professionals may
take to help further their careers, whether it be in the
form of a promotion, a change of job, more money, or
simply a title to add to their credentials. The exams for
these tests assess the candidates' skills and knowledge
in areas such as work management, equipment
reliability, leadership and organization, knowledge of the
different certifications' bodies of knowledge,
manufacturing process reliability, and business
management, as well as their ability to adhere to industry
standards (both ANSI and ISO). Until now, there hasn't
been a single volume for maintenance and reliability
certification candidates to use as a study guide for these
exams. The Maintenance and Reliability Certification
Exam Guide fills the great need for such a resource by
including: specifics about the different tests. how to study
for each. information on where to focus review efforts.
hundreds of sample exam questions. vital facts about recertification. practical tips for maintenance and reliability
professionals to take back with them to use on the job.
Chapters include a list of performance objectives, review
questions, as well as lists of supportive reading. Related
graphs, tables, charts, and illustrations round out this
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indispensable work for all maintenance and reliability
professionals seeking certification.
The Reliability Excellence Workbook covers reliability
(and other 4-letter words) in the context of creating a
master strategy of continuous improvement. Think of it
as a truly interactive workbook--like MadLibs(TM) for
maintenance and reliability professionals. Reading this
book is like having a seasoned reliability consultant
sitting across the table, helping to drive your organization
along a continuum of reliability improvement. The author
introduces a concept, provides space for readers to
record their experiences and observations, offers
anecdotal and tried and tested examples and
approaches, and drives readers to potential
customizable solutions. This work helps maintenance
and reliability professionals clearly understand their
current situation, plan a route to improvement and high
performance, and enables them to develop the path
forward, including how to articulate a compelling case for
change to their supervisors. With the combination of
forms, tables, and discussions in this workbook along
with readers' own vision, they will create a working
strategy they can continually use to grow and improve
their business.
***Includes Practice Test Questions*** CHFM Exam
Secrets helps you ace the Certified Healthcare Facility
Manager Exam, without weeks and months of endless
studying. Our comprehensive CHFM Exam Secrets
study guide is written by our exam experts, who
painstakingly researched every topic and concept that
you need to know to ace your test. Our original research
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reveals specific weaknesses that you can exploit to
increase your exam score more than you've ever
imagined. CHFM Exam Secrets includes: The 5 Secret
Keys to CHFM Exam Success: Time is Your Greatest
Enemy, Guessing is Not Guesswork, Practice Smarter,
Not Harder, Prepare, Don't Procrastinate, Test Yourself;
A comprehensive General Strategy review including:
Make Predictions, Answer the Question, Benchmark,
Valid Information, Avoid Fact Traps, Milk the Question,
The Trap of Familiarity, Eliminate Answers, Tough
Questions, Brainstorm, Read Carefully, Face Value,
Prefixes, Hedge Phrases, Switchback Words, New
Information, Time Management, Contextual Clues, Don't
Panic, Pace Yourself, Answer Selection, Check Your
Work, Beware of Directly Quoted Answers, Slang,
Extreme Statements, Answer Choice Families;
Comprehensive sections including: Testing Tips, Why
Certify?, Score, Key Organizations and Acts,
Occupational Safety and Health (OSHA, Emergency
Preparedness Plans, American National Standards
Institute (ANSI, Americans with Disabilities Act, JCAHO,
Sick Building Syndrome, Energy Management and
Control System (EMCS)/EMS, Isolation Rooms,
Strategic Plans, Life Safety Plan, Waste Management
Services, Asbestos & Lead, Radiation Safety, Key
Formulas, Seven Pillars of Quality, SMART Goals,
Organizational Effectiveness, What are Ethics?, What is
Organizational Structure?, Quality Management
Principles, Training & Development, Managing Work
Motivation, Business and Its Environment,
Management/Accounting/Budgets, Budgets, FTEs,
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Computerized Maintenance Management Software, and
much more...
Updated to account for ISO 55000, Benchmarking Best
Practices for Maintenance, Reliability and Asset
Management, Third Edition, now includes an overview of
this seminal and long-awaited standard and identifies the
specific points where ISO 55000 will impact maintenance
and reliability. New graphics to enhance the text's main
points have been added throughout. As with past
editions, the third edition provides a logical, step-by-step
methodology that will enable any company to properly
benchmark its maintenance function. It presents an
overview of the benchmarking process, a detailed form
for surveying and "grading" maintenance management,
and a database of the results of more than 100
companies that have used this survey. Widely used,
Benchmarking Best Practices for Maintenance,
Reliability and Asset Management, Third Edition, has
proven to be an invaluable planning guide and on-the-job
reference for maintenance managers, plant engineers,
operations managers, and plant managers.
Rules of Thumb for Maintenance and Reliability
Engineers will give the engineer the “have to have”
information. It will help instill knowledge on a daily basis,
to do his or her job and to maintain and assure reliable
equipment to help reduce costs. This book will be an
easy reference for engineers and managers needing
immediate solutions to everyday problems. Most civil,
mechanical, and electrical engineers will face issues
relating to maintenance and reliability, at some point in
their jobs. This will become their “go to” book. Not an
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oversized handbook or a theoretical treatise, but a handy
collection of graphs, charts, calculations, tables, curves,
and explanations, basic “rules of thumb” that any
engineer working with equipment will need for basic
maintenance and reliability of that equipment. • Access
to quick information which will help in day to day and
long term engineering solutions in reliability and
maintenance • Listing of short articles to help assist
engineers in resolving problems they face • Written by
two of the top experts in the country
Utilize your assets effectively, safely, and profitably.
This book explains the tools and processes that allow
changes in the way maintenance works. It allows you to
learn industrial maintenance and reliability concepts and
how to improve the maintenance performance, so you
can move from reactive maintenance to proactive
maintenance. This book includes real cases that
exemplify concepts of maintenance and reliability. It
presents a diagram with practical evidence and explains
how to move from reactive to proactive maintenance. It's
written in a storytelling style that keeps the attention of
the reader and provides tools for young and experienced
professionals. This book is useful for anyone working in
the maintenance and reliability fields, as well as plant
engineers, and industrial engineers and managers in
general.
Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party
sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality,
authenticity, or access to any online entitlements
included with the product. The industry-standard
resource for maintenance planning and
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scheduling—thoroughly revised for the latest advances
Written by a Certified Maintenance and Reliability
Professional (CMRP) with more than three decades of
experience, this resource provides proven planning and
scheduling strategies that will take any maintenance
organization to the next level of performance. The book
resolves common industry frustration with planning and
reduces the complexity of scheduling in addition to
dealing with reactive maintenance. You will find
coverage of estimating labor hours, setting the level of
plan detail, creating practical weekly and daily
schedules, kitting parts, and more, all designed to
increase your workforce without hiring. Much of the text
applies the timeless management principles of Dr. W.
Edwards Deming and Dr. Peter F. Drucker. You will learn
how you can do more proactive work when your hands
are full of reactive work. Maintenance Planning and
Scheduling Handbook, Fourth Edition, features more
new case studies showing real world successes, a new
chapter on getting better storeroom support, major
revisions that describe the best KPIs for planning, major
additions to the issue of “selling” planning to gain
support, revisions to make work order codes more
useful, a new appendix on numerically auditing planning
success, and a new appendix devoted entirely to
selecting a great maintenance planner. Maintenance
Planning and Scheduling Handbook, Fourth Edition
covers: •The business case for the benefit of planning
•Planning principles •Scheduling principles •Handling
reactive maintenance •Planning a work order •Creating
a weekly schedule•Daily scheduling and supervision
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•Parts and planners•The computer CMMS in
maintenance•How planning works with PM, PdM, and
projects •Controlling planning: the best KPIs KPIs for
planning and overall maintenance •Shutdown,
turnaround, overhaul, and outage management •Selling,
organizing, analyzing, and auditing planning
Examines the larger issues (culture, leadership,
commitment, consistency) that functionaries cannot
overcome without strong senior management
involvement. Focuses on the managerial leadership,
cultural change, organization-wide commitment, and
perseverance required to transform the operational
environment from reactive to proactive. Uses illustrations
to visually convey Principles and Concepts of
Maintenance/Reliability Excellence. Includes appendices
that provide generic tools and plans used to drive the
essential change. Reliability is dependent upon shared
understanding and beliefs. Managers at all levels must
understand how their decisions and directions often
impact adversely the ability of their organization to
achieve and perpetuate Reliability...thereby undermining
realization of broad business objectives. This book
identifies and explores fifteen cultural obstacles
commonly encountered by most organizations in their
pursuit of World-Class Reliability. The intent is to provide
senior management with a wake-up call. They must
address the identified obstacles the people they have
charged with pursuit of reliability (middle managers,
engineers and functional specialists) can be successful.
Otherwise, senior management is its' own worst enemy.
It is a must-read for Senior Managers at all levels
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(Corporate to Plant and within Plant at Departmental
levels).
The complete (29) elements collection. The Uptime
Elements is a holistic system based approach to
reliability that includes: Technical Elements, Cultural
Elements and Leadership Elements. This Series is a
component of the Certified Reliability Leadership's Body
of Knowledge.With the purchase of any CRL Body of
Knowledge you will receive a copy of the Reliability
Leadership Travel Guide.The Reliability Leadership
Travel Guide is designed to empower you and your team
on a self-led journey that will unlock extraordinary value
for your organization. The Association for Maintenance
Professionals (AMP) has developed an exam and
certification based on the Uptime Elements and it's
Reliability Leadership system.This Travel Guide is a
component of the Certified Reliability Leadership's Body
of Knowledge.
Reliability Centered Maintenance – Reengineered:
Practical Optimization of the RCM Process with RCMR® provides an optimized approach to a well-established
and highly successful method used for determining
failure management policies for physical assets. It makes
the original method that was developed to enhance flight
safety far more useful in a broad range of industries
where asset criticality ranges from high to low. RCM-R®
is focused on the science of failures and what must be
done to enable long-term sustainably reliable operations.
If used correctly, RCM-R® is the first step in delivering
fewer breakdowns, more productive capacity, lower
costs, safer operations and improved environmental
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performance. Maintenance has a huge impact on most
businesses whether its presence is felt or not. RCM-R®
ensures that the right work is done to guarantee there
are as few nasty surprises as possible that can harm the
business in any way. RCM-R® was developed to
leverage on RCM’s original success at delivering that
effectiveness while addressing the concerns of the
industrial market. RCM-R® addresses the RCM method
and shortfalls in its application -- It modifies the method
to consider asset and even failure mode criticality so that
rigor is applied only where it is truly needed. It removes
(within reason) the sources of concern about RCM being
overly rigorous and too labor intensive without
compromising on its ability to deliver a tailored failure
management program for physical assets sensitive to
their operational context and application. RCM-R® also
provides its practitioners with standard based guidance
for determining meaningful failure modes and causes
facilitating their analysis for optimum outcome. Includes
extensive review of the well proven RCM method and
what is needed to make it successful in the industrial
environment Links important elements of the RCM
method with relevant International Standards for risk
management and failure management Enhances RCM
with increased emphasis on statistical analysis, bringing
it squarely into the realm of Evidence Based Asset
Management Includes extensive, experience based
advice on implementing and sustaining RCM based
failure management programs
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